


Hi, I’m Mark



UX Basics



📝 Write it out (2 min) 

What do you think of when 
you hear “UX?”



“User experience” 
encompasses all aspects of the 
end-user's interaction with the 
company, its services, and its 
products.

– Don Norman and Jakob Nielsen

Image source: Paolo Sacchi via Wikimedia Commons



User experience design.
The practice of crafting a product and/or service in a 
way that centralizes people’s interaction with and 
perception of said product or service.



OK, now what the UX does that mean?

Designing vs. influencing experience

Things you can and cannot control.

UX ≠ UI (alone)

Good UX = Putting users first.



Research

��
UI / Interaction

��+

Key Components of UX



"We start with the perfect 
experience and then work 
backward. That's how 
we're going to continue to 
be successful."

– Brian Chesky

Image credit: Matthew Yohe at en.wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Matt_Yohe
https://en.wikipedia.org


UX as Digital Architecture

Image via Giphy



Remove obstacles to growth/adoption.

Start learning and selling more quickly.

Less variables = Better validation

Differentiate in a crowded market (i.e. SaaS)

Why Should I UX?



Devs ≠ designers; they need requirements

Save on cost with informed prioritization

Mitigate design debt and support cost.

Why Should I UX?



The Process



User interviews
Personas / JTBD
Comp analysis

Research synthesis
Select problem(s) 
and feature(s)

Info architecture
Ideation/Sketches
Wireframes

Usability testing
Mockups
Interaction design

Customer discovery
Initial focus

Write stories
Agile dev sprints
Repeat / Iterate

��

Scoping Research* Design* Dev

���� ���� ��



Flow Maps & Wireframes



Annotated Mockups



What’s next? It depends.
Sometimes you gotta bend the double diamond.
Do what’s needed for the circumstance you’re in.



📝 Write it out (2 
min) 

Which steps have you done? 
Which have you missed?
What’s next for your product?

User interviews
Personas / JTBD
Comp analysis

Research synthesis
Select problem(s) 
and feature(s)

Info architecture
Ideation/Sketches
Wireframes

Usability testing
Mockups
Interaction design

Customer discovery
Initial focus

Write stories
Agile dev sprints
Repeat / Iterate

Scoping Research* Design* Dev



UX Life Hacks



Know your user
Hint: That’s not you.1



A little tough love...

Image via Giphy



Design a product a few people love
Not one that a lot of people like.2



Focus on your promoters

Detractors

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

How likely are you to recommend this?

Passives Promoters



📝 Write it out (3 min) 

How might you refine who 
you’re designing for?



Ask the right questions
Why, oh why?3



Question Basics

Do you like this idea?

Would you use this?

If we did this, would you…

Isn’t this great?

❌
How do you feel about this idea?

What have you used in the last year?

Who… When… Where...

On a scale of 1-5…

Clarifying questions

Why?

✅



Think Jobs To Be Done
What are users trying to accomplish?4



Jobs to be Done

Context (Where? Who?)

Motivations (Why?)

Behaviors (How?)

Pain Points

Definition of Success (What?)

🔨

Inspired by Presenting UX Research Findings Using the Jobs 
to Be Done Framework by J. Henry McKeen

https://www.uxmatters.com/mt/archives/2018/11/presenting-ux-research-findings-using-the-jobs-to-be-done-framework.php
https://www.uxmatters.com/mt/archives/2018/11/presenting-ux-research-findings-using-the-jobs-to-be-done-framework.php


📝 Write it out (2 min) 

Write 1 non-leading question 
to learn about your users’ jobs 
to be done.



5 Keep the feedback cycle tight
Focus on learning and customer input.



Start lo-fi
Iterate when the cost is low. Avoid design debt.6





Use a design system
Learnability. Consistency. Speed.7



Design Systems



Emphasize learnability
Be consistent and guide people.8



UI Hints

Screenshot of Asana



Prevent errors before they happen
Make it hard to break stuff.9



📝 Write it out (3 min) 

What can you do to make your 
platform easier to learn?



Humanize your users
Design for people.10



Don’t make your platform a manipulative sociopath

Tweets via https://www.darkpatterns.org/

https://www.darkpatterns.org/


Next Steps



Where are you now?

What is the ideal experience?

Learn and use the process.

What will you do now, next, future?

Building a UX Strategy





hello@trailmerge.com



Questions?



hello@trailmerge.com


